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valentina
collection

The Valentina Collection by Sirius embodies over 25 years of development and technology partnered 
with the quintessential flair of Italian designer Giacomo Fava. 
Giacomo has designed the range specifically with the Australian home in mind.

The Valentina Collection represents the ultimate in robust design and classic quality. 
Sirius only uses European parts from quality suppliers. Being a boutique manufacturer, each unit is 
assembled by one person and is quality tested to ensure only the highest standards are met.             

Valentina Collection enables designers to create a more open and spacious feel in the kitchen. 
Australian designers are including islands and windows as feature splashbacks. These create a 
statement piece for the kitchen but they also create functional design issues.

Sirius were the first to develop the telescopic downdraft, and have been leading the market in design 
and functionality since 2001.
Recognizing where the kitchen design was headed, Sirius have continued to add creative and eye 
catching solutions to kitchen extraction. With advances in Ceiling cassettes, Integrated downdrafts  
and pendant hoods, Sirius has created rangehoods are statement design pieces as well as  
highly-efficient extractors. 

In knowing the craftsmanship and family values that the Sirius business embodies, it’s easy to see why 
we back our product with a 6 year warranty when installed with our Sirius ducting. Sirius have won 
numerous awards from around the globe for design and manufacturing. 

Sassoferrato, ItalySirius showroom, Italy
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Year
Warranty

on your Sirius rangehood when Sirius ducting is used.

Full replacement warranty on parts and labour. See website for terms and conditions.

1. World leader in technology & design for over 25 years. 

2. Latest technologies including Sensor Activation and App & Voice Controls.

3. Powerful extraction, low noise. (Tested to International Standard) 

4. Dynamic Lighting: Adjustable from warm to cool, up to 6500 Kelvin.

5. All European parts and craftsmanship since Sirius was established in 1996.

reasons to choose Sirius.

Sirius factory, Italy Giacomo Fava
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Getting the most of your Sirius rangehood
The main function of a rangehood is to extract all odours and smoke from the kitchen in the quietest 
possible manner. There are three main variables that must be considered; 

1.  Air Movement – The right power for your space: 

It is recommended that a rangehood should be able to replace the air in a room 10 times per hour. Multiply the length of the 
room by the width by the ceiling height. This gives you the cubic meterage of your room. Multiple this by 10. This gives you 
the absolute minimum airflow you will require. Please note this is a starting point and will need to be increased when doors 
and windows are added into the equation as they create air currents.

Rangehoods should be installed centrally so that the extraction area is above the whole cooktop. This figure can vary for 
different rangehood types such as ceiling cassettes. Refer to ceiling cassette user manuals for specific height clearances. 
Please check the relevant operating/installation instructions or speak with a Sirius ducting consultant before installation. 

 
2.  Power & Performance - A Sirius Motor

The power and performance of the motor is critical in creating the correct amount of airflow through the hood and ducting. 
All Sirius motors are European-made and encased in an aluminium housing to reduce vibrations which can cause additional 
noise. The ‘off board’ motors carry a ten year warranty - that’s how confident we are of our motor quality and technology.

3.  Ducting – Get the best performance out of your hood

Prior to installation, it is important to consider the length and diameter of the duct as well as the number of bends along the 
ducting route. 

The ducting diameter is a critical component of the performance of a hood.  
Sirius single motor hoods are produced with a minimum 150mm ducting diameter,  

twin motors require 200mm, and triple motors require 300mm ducting.

 This ensures that the power of the motor can be fully utilised with unimpeded airflow. The thickness and quality of ducting can 
affect the performance of a hood. This is why we strongly recommend using Sirius Ducting which is available in easy to use 
kits or can be designed to suit your individual application. When you choose Sirius Ducting for your application, we extend the 
warranty on your Sirius rangehood from 3 to 6 years.

Easy mistake Easy solution
• Quieter extraction
• Sturdy material
• Optimal performance 

and airflow
• 4-Zero Fire Rated
• Multiple ducting 

options and solutions

• Duct vibrations create 
excess noise and wear.

• Easily torn and ripped.
• Reduced extraction.
• Increased fire risk  

due to grease and oil 
build-up.

Poor quality flexible ducting Sirius semi-rigid ducting

Sirius has a minimum of 150mm ducting due to the high power of the motors. 
The ducting diameters of the units are not to be reduced under any 
circumstances. This will lead to poor performance and additional noise. We also 
recommend to use the straightest possible route (least amount of bends).  
The perfect angle for a corner is 45 degrees. 

150mm

Ducting

200mm

Ducting

Single onboard motor or
SEM 1, SEM 2, SEM 5

Twin onboard motor 
or SEM 7, SEM 8

600 - 700mm (induction)
600 - 750mm (gas)

600 - 750mm (induction)
650 - 750mm (gas)

1200mm - 1600mm (alfresco)
600 - 900mm (induction)
650 - 900mm (gas)

Twin or triple onboard 
motor or SEM 7, SEM 8

200mm/

Ducting
300mm

1300 762 219 (Australia Only)

DIAL before 
  you DUCT

If in doubt,

Alfresco 
rangehood

In some cases, cool temperate climates can increase condensation when extracting over induction cooking.  
To counter this, reducing the space between the hob and hood is recommended.
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*See website for warranty terms and conditions

Sirius offers a complete range of ducting to suit any application. Ask your retailer for the 
Sirius ducting brochure or visit our Sirius website.  
Using Sirius ducting extends the warranty on your Sirius rangehood to 6 years.

If you or your installers are not sure on any part of the installation or the parts required, Sirius ducting 
consultants are just a phone call away. 

Standard points to note for ducting your rangehood:

• Never use flexible ducting as it creates additional noise, vibrations and can be easily 
damaged.

• From the motor, you can run a maximum of 5 metres of ducting to the outside atmosphere.

• Always use the appropriate sized ducting to suit the motor (never reduce the size of your 
ducting).

• Additional charges will apply for servicing motors above OH&S standards and heights.

• An off board SEM motor can be no more than 7 metres from the hood.  
2-5 metres is optimum.

• Try to use as few bends in the ducting as possible to increase airflow.

• The motor should be located closest to venting point to maximise extraction power.

• Use of any ducting material not suited for rangehood applications or incorrect 
installation of your ducting may void your warranty and noticeably reduce the 
performance of your hood.
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Sirius Rangehood Features and Benefits

10 Year Warranty on 
External Motors*

Sirius is so confident in the 
quality of our SEM motors we 
supply that we offer a ten year 
warranty to ensure peace of 

mind.

European-Engineered 
SEM Motor

Off board SEM motors are 
engineered and made in 

Europe to ensure the  
highest level of performance 

and efficiency.

Dynamic LED Lighting
Dynamic LED lighting allows 

you to adjust the Kelvin of the 
light from warm to cool 
(2700 to 6500 Kelvin).

Italian Made Rangehood
Sirius has been designing and 

manufacturing its own product in 
Italy to the highest of standards 

since it was established in 1996.

Extensive Testing & 
Development

We have been developing  
and refining rangehoods 

specifically for the Australian 
market since 1996.

Clean Filter Indicator
To assist in the effective usage of 
your rangehood, the push button 

control panel will light up to 
signify the saturation of all filters.

Four Speed  
Electronic Control

Multiple speed options to suit 
all cooking requirements.

Six Year Warranty*
Sirius offers an additional 3 

years warranty to the standard 
3 year warranty on your Sirius 

rangehood when Sirius ducting 
is used.

Baffle Filters
304 grade stainless steel baffle 

filters are available in both 
10mm and 25mm sizes. All 

our filters are easy to clean and 
dishwasher safe.

Induction Countdown 
Control (ICC)

Ten minute auto function used 
at the end of cooking to remove 

residual smells and reduce 
condensation build up in filters.

Available on select models only.  

Sirius Ducting
Sirius offers a complete 

range of ducting to suit any 
application. Ask your retailer 

for the Sirius ducting brochure 
or visit our website.

Service & Installation
A national team of fully qualified 
service and installation experts 

are available to offer you 
assistance where required.

Recommended Installers listed 
on www.siriusbrand.com

Installation & Product 
Support Available

If you or your installers are 
not sure on any part of the 

installation or parts required, 
Sirius ducting consultants are 

just a phone call away. 

Powerful Extraction
Sirius offers an extremely 

powerful range of hoods to 
supply superior extraction for 
all types of cooking situations.

Extremely Quiet
Sirius offers a range of quiet 
extraction solutions to allow 

you to cook in peace and quiet 
without the sound of noisy 

rangehood motors.



UNDER-KICKER / CABINET MOTORS

The SEM 12 motor can be ducted from  
2 opposite air outlets at the same time. This optimises 
the airflow while reducing noise.
Note: The SEM12 motor requires specific ducting. See 
the Sirius website for more information.

Recirculating carbon filters optional.

INTERNAL MOTORS
Inside the house:
These motors can be installed a maximum 
of 7 metres away from the hood, with the 
optimum performance being 2-5 metres from 
the hood. From the motor to the exit point 
to the atmosphere, an additional 5 metres of 
ducting can be used.
SEM 1 / SEM 11 (150mm ducting)
SEM 8.1 / SEM 81 (200mm ducting) 
SEM 12 (rectangular ducting)

SEM 12

SEM 5 XS316 / SEM 51

Complete Motor Solutions
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Complete Motor Solutions
EXTERNAL MOTORS
Outside the house:
All external motors are  
marine grade as standard.
A minimum of 2 metres to the motor, with a 
maximum of 7 metres. This is optimum for 
extraction power and reduction of noise.
SEM 2 XS316 / SEM 21 (150mm ducting)
SEM 5 XS316 / SEM 51 (150mm ducting)
SEM 7.1 / SEM 71 (200mm ducting)

For more information, go to  
www.siriusbrand.com.

SEM 1 / SEM 11 or
SEM 8.1 / SEM 81 

SEM 2 XS316 / SEM 21 or 
SEM 7.1 / SEM 71 

7

INTERNAL MOTORS
Sub-floor installation:

Recommended for  
downdraft rangehoods.

SEM 1 / SEM 11 or 
SEM 8.1 / SEM 81 
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origamiorigami
thethe



cassettes
ceiling

9
Note: Ceiling cassettes should be located upto 1800mm above cooktop surface.

6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

Size:     900mm x 550mm 
Motor:     Offboard -  SEM 11, SEM 21, SEM 51
Ducting:    150mm
Filters:      Hidden Aluminium
Warranty: 3 years
(6 years when Sirius Ducting is used) 

SLT972EMEL Offboard motor   

“The Origami” Island / Ceiling Hood

INDUCTION
SAFE

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

REMOTE 
CONTROL

POWERFUL
AIRFLOW

DYNAMIC
LIGHTING

MADE IN 
ITALY

“Traditionally, ceiling-mounted 
rangehoods dominate the 
overhead area of an island, 
negating the feeling of open 
spaces that designers are 
striving to create.”  
- Giacomo Fava

 
Sirius has partnered with Italian designer 
Giacomo Fava to bring a range of specialised 
ceiling cassettes. Either flush installed or 
mounted into a bulkhead, the ceiling cassette 
is both functional and aesthetically stunning. 

With either a brushless onboard motor or 
SEM motor options, the ceiling cassette is 
whisper quiet.

VOICE
CONTROL

Compatible with Home Assistants

EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR
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ScreenScreen
thethe

Note: Shown with 6000K  
‘cool white’ light setting



Rangehoods with the Dynamic Lighting System can adjust the Kelvin - light temperature - to match other 
light temperatures in the room. Sirius rangehoods have a maximum temperature that is 40% brighter than 
competitor hoods. The temperature range of the light depends on the rangehood model.

Dynamic Lighting System

10,000K+ : Clear Blue Sky

6,000K - 7,500K : Cool White LED,  
      Cloudy Sky

4,800K - 6,000K : Day White LED, 
      Direct Sunlight

4,000K - 4,500K : Natural White LED

3,000K : 100W Halogen Bulb

2,700K - 3,200K : Warm White LED

2,800K : 100W Incandescent Bulb

1,900K : Candle

Kelvin scale
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Size:       850mm x 500mm 
Motor:     Offboard - SEM 11, SEM 21, SEM 51
Ducting:   150mm
Filter:       Aluminium internal
Warranty: 3 years 
(6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

SLT974EMEL (offboard motor) 

“The Screen” 850mm Flush mount 
Ceiling Cassette 

Compatible with Home Assistants

INDUCTION
SAFE

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

REMOTE 
CONTROL

VOICE
CONTROL

POWERFUL
AIRFLOW

DYNAMIC
LIGHTING

MADE IN 
ITALY

Note: Shown with 2700K  
‘warm white’ light setting

EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR
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kitekite
thethe



Size:     930mm x 440mm 
Motor:     Offboard -  SEM 11, SEM 21, SEM 51
Ducting:    150mm
Filters:      Hidden Aluminium
Warranty: 3 years
(6 years when Sirius Ducting is used) 

Size:     930mm x 440mm 
Motor:      Offboard - SEM 11, SEM 21, SEM 51
Ducting:    150mm
Filters:      Hidden Aluminium
Warranty: 3 years
(6 years when Sirius Ducting is used) 

SLT978EMEL Offboard motor

SLT978EMELBK Offboard motor   

“The Kite” Island / Ceiling Hood
Available in: 
Black or All Light Version

SLT977EMEL Offboard motor   

“The Line” Island / Ceiling Hood

INDUCTION
SAFE

INDUCTION
SAFE

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

REMOTE 
CONTROL

REMOTE 
CONTROL

POWERFUL
AIRFLOW

POWERFUL
AIRFLOW

DYNAMIC
LIGHTING

DYNAMIC
LIGHTING

MADE IN 
ITALY

MADE IN 
ITALY

EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR

VOICE
CONTROL

VOICE
CONTROL

Compatible with Home Assistants

Compatible with Home Assistants

13

6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR
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solarasolara
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6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

Size:     1080mm x 680mm 
Motor:      Offboard - SEM 71, SEM 81
Ducting:    200mm
Filters:      Hidden Aluminium
Warranty: 3 years
(6 years when Sirius Ducting is used) 

SLT979EMEL Offboard motor   

“The Solara” Island / Ceiling Hood

INDUCTION
SAFE

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

REMOTE 
CONTROL

POWERFUL
AIRFLOW

DYNAMIC
LIGHTING

MADE IN 
ITALY

VOICE
CONTROL

Compatible with Home Assistants
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EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR

Size:         900mm x 440mm
Motor:     Offboard - SEM 1, 2 or 5
Ducting:    150mm
Filter:       Aluminium Internal
Warranty: 3 Years
    (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)  
    10 years on SEM Motor

Note: White finish model shown

SLT958EMWH (White finish)
900mm Flush mount Ceiling Cassette 

INDUCTION
SAFE

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

REMOTE 
CONTROL

SPEED 
SETTINGS

4

POWERFUL 
AIRFLOW

2 x 6.5W LED 
LIGHT STRIPS

EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR

MADE IN 
ITALY
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6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

ceiling cassettes – OFFBOARD MOTOR

SLT971EMEL
1200mm Offboard Ceiling Cassette 
Rangehood

Size:         W1200 x D650 x H160 
Motor:     Offboard - SEM11, SEM21, SEM51, SEM81
Ducting:    Rectangular ducting
Filter:        Aluminium internal
Warranty: 3 Years
    (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

Proud mount kit code:

170mm - 75455981971 300mm - 75455980971

INDUCTION
SAFE

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

REMOTE 
CONTROL

SPEED 
SETTINGS

4

POWERFUL 
AIRFLOW

DYNAMIC
LIGHTING

MADE IN 
ITALY

EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR



•  Motor produces less noise due to less contact with moving parts

•  Higher output and efficiency (More Torque to Watt ratio)

•  More precisely controlled through electrical commutation

•  Longer life/reliability (no brush erosion)

•  Cooler operation (no friction from brushes)

 A Brushless DC Motor, also known as an Electronically 
Commutated Motor, are powered by DC electricity via an 
inverter which produces AC power to drive each phase 
of the motor via the closed loop controller. This provides 
pulses of current to the motor windings that control the 
speed and torque. 

Essentially a brushless motor typically contains a 
permanent magnet that rotate around a fixed armature 
electronically controlled replacing the physical brushes and 
commutator components.

Without the friction and dust caused by brushes the motors 
require minimal periodic maintenance which allows them 
to be contained in a sealed housing reducing external 
dust and particles that can compromise the moving 
componentry. Brushless motors when compared to their 
brushed counterparts have a higher performance with 
reduced energy consumption.

6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

What are the benefits of brushless technologies?

The shallow depth of this rangehood makes it perfect for a low-pitched roof installation.

Note: Ceiling cassettes should be located upto 1800mm above cooktop surface.

Size:       W1200 x D650 x H206 
Motor:     Onboard brushless motor
Ducting:   Rectangular ducting
Filter:       Aluminium internal
Warranty: 3 Years
    (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

SLT971BRHM
1200mm Onboard Brushless Ceiling Cassette

ceiling cassettes – ONBOARD BRUSHLESS MOTOR

17

INDUCTION
SAFE

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

REMOTE 
CONTROL

SPEED 
SETTINGS

4

POWERFUL 
AIRFLOW

DYNAMIC 
LIGHTING

MADE IN 
ITALY

BRUSHLESS 
ONBOARD 

MOTOR

Proud mount kit code:

300mm - 75455980971
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halothe 

The Halo Rangehood is the 
newest addition to the Sirius 
Island Solutions range. 

Featuring a powerful, yet quiet extraction and a 
bright LED light ring to illuminate the cooking area, 
the Halo is a sleek and stunning fixture for the 
modern kitchen.
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SLT973 Onboard motor   

“The Halo” Island / Pendant Hood
Ring around light available in: 
White, silver, & copper

S 973

Size:     690mm x 210mm 
Airflow:    1020m3/h 
Motor:      Single Aluminium
Weight:    15.5kg
Ducting:    Rectangular 90mm x 230mm
Noise:     62 dBA
Filters:      Hidden Aluminium
Warranty: 6 years
(6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

Size:     690mm x 210mm 
Airflow:    1200m3/h 
Motor:     SEM 1, 2, 5
Weight:    11.5kg
Ducting:    150mm
Noise:     62 dBA
Filters:      Hidden Aluminium
Warranty: 3 years  
(6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

SLT973EM Offboard motor   

Island / Pendant Hood
Ring around light available in: 
White, black, silver, & copper.

INDUCTION
SAFE

INDUCTION
SAFE

CAN BE 
RECIRCULATED

REMOTE 
CONTROL

REMOTE 
CONTROL

SPEED 
SETTINGS

4

SPEED 
SETTINGS

4

1020m3/h
AIRFLOW

POWERFUL
AIRFLOW

LED  
LIGHT RING

LED  
LIGHT RING

MADE IN 
ITALY

MADE IN 
ITALY

SINGLE 
ONBOARD 

MOTOR

ALUMINIUM  
FILTER

“Halo” Pendant rangehoods are also available in a light-only model: SLT 973 LAMP
Ring around light available in: White, black, silver, & copper

EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR
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Make a statement
with Sirius. 

Strikingly beautiful, 
efficient & functional.

Spacious, innovative, open plan designs and 
contemporary finishes are complemented by the 
Valentina Collection by Sirius.

With the superior power and performance associated 
with Sirius rangehoods, this handcrafted collection is 
sure to please the most studious designer.
Experience the ultimate in Italian Craftsmanship.

collection
pendant

Note: SILT-26 G model shown

Designed by Giacomo Fava, Italy.



SILT26G Gold Finish (shown far left)    
SILT26C Copper Finish (shown left)

SILT26XS Silver Finish
SILT26W White Finish 
SILT26B Matte Black Finish

Island / Pendant Recirculating Hood

Handcrafted from 
ceramic in Duruta, Italy

Size:     690mm x 210mm 
Airflow:    600m3/h 
Motor:      Single Aluminium
Weight:    26kg
Ducting:    Nil (Recirculating)
Noise:      68 dBA
Filters:      Charcoal recirculating insert
Warranty: 6 years

21

Pendant rangehoods are also available in a light-only model.

SILT-26 LAMP 
Light-only hood
Copper finish shown 

SILT-28 LAMP 
Light-only hood
White finish shown 

INDUCTION
SAFE

RECIRCULATING
HOOD

REMOTE 
CONTROL

SPEED 
SETTINGS

4

600m3/h
AIRFLOW

LED  
LIGHT RING

MADE IN 
ITALY

SINGLE 
ONBOARD 

MOTOR



collection

Designed by Giacomo Fava, Italy.

pendant
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Note: SILT-28 model shown



SILT28S Silver Finish
SILT28G Gold Finish     
SILT28LBK Black Finish
SILT28C Copper Finish (shown left)     
SILT28LWH White Finish

Island/Pendant Recirculating Hood

NB: Light-only models available in SILT26 and SILT28 ranges.

Size:     480mm x 460mm 
Airflow:    600m3/h 
Motor:      Single Aluminium
Weight:    17.5kg
Ducting:    Nil (Recirculating)
Noise:      63 dBA
Filters:      Stainless steel with charcoal recirculating insert
Warranty: 6 years
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INDUCTION
SAFE

CAN BE 
RECIRCULATED

REMOTE 
CONTROL

SPEED 
SETTINGS

4

600m3/h
AIRFLOW

LED  
LIGHTING

MADE IN 
ITALY

SINGLE 
ONBOARD 

MOTOR

Note: SILT-28 model shown 
Steel Oxford 90cm Upright Cooker shown - X9F-5 NF
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“For powerful extraction 
as well as unobstructed 
views over an island bench, 
the Sirius downdraft is 
the innovator with many 
imitators; perfect for island 
installation or just because 
you are looking for a point of 
difference.” - Giacomo Fava 

Since 2001, Sirius has been leading the way 
in telescopic downdraft design. The Sirius 
difference is in superior performance and  
20 years of technical and design experience. 

With sleek, flush installation, designer lighting 
and a stylish integrated or glass finish, this unit 
is sure to be the talking point of your kitchen. 

downdraft
series

Note: SDD2ELEMIC118
Integrated downdraft shown (retracted)

Note: SDD2ELEMIC118
Integrated downdraft shown (activated)



Finish: Black Glass with Stainless Trim

Noise:    Variable due to Sirius offboard motor and installation

Filters: Aluminium Mesh

Warranty: 3 Years  
   (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)
                 10 Years on Sirius SEM Motor
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SDD2ELEMTC58
Size: 580mm.  Ducting: 150mm 
Motor option: SEM 11, SEM 21, DDFMEL 

SDD2ELEMTC88
Size: 880mm.  Ducting: 200mm 
Motor options: SEM 71, SEM81, DDFMEL

SDD2ELEMTC118 
Size: 1180mm.  Ducting: 200mm 
Motor options: SEM 71, SEM81

SDD2ELEMIC58 
580MM FULLY INTEGRATED DOWNDRAFT

Size: 580mm.  Ducting: 150mm 
Motor options: SEM 11, SEM21, DDFMEL 

SDD2ELEMIC88 
880MM FULLY INTEGRATED DOWNDRAFT

Size: 880mm.  Ducting: 200mm 
Motor options: SEM 71, SEM81, DDFMEL

SDD2ELEMIC118 
880MM FULLY INTEGRATED DOWNDRAFT

Size: 1180mm.  Ducting: 200mm 
Motor options: SEM 71, SEM81

Downdraft Features
• Flush integrated design
• Remote control
• Designer lighting 
• 4 power settings
• Induction countdown control: dries system and filters 

after cooking
• 304 Grade Stainless Steel Body
• Easily removable aluminium filters – dishwasher safe
• Safety Shutdown
• Auto stop for telescopic obstructions 

Note: The Sirius Downdraft requires the usage of an 
external motor to power the extraction of air.  
Sirius offers a complete range of off board Sirius External 
Motors to fulfill this requirement. Please consult a ducting 
specialist before installation. 

Sirius downdrafts should only be installed by a 
Sirius recommended installer.  
See website for list of recommended installers.

6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

INDUCTION
SAFE

CAN BE 
RECIRCULATED

SPEED 
SETTINGS

4
GREEN 
MOTOR

POWERFUL
AIRFLOW

LED  
LIGHT STRIP

MADE IN 
ITALY

ALUMINIUM  
MESH FILTER

Optional black trim kit

SDD2ELEMTC58 SPS-75002300079 $229

SDD2ELEMTC88 SPS-75001574515 $259

SDD2ELEMTC118 SPS-75021303187 $299

Black trim shown

Flush mount model shown

Note: SDD2ELEMTC118 
model shown

EUROPEAN-
MADE MOTOR

REMOTE 
CONTROL
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downdrafts
integrated induction

Innovation and elegance in a 
single powerful unit. 

The Sirius patented touch 
control induction downdraft 
series is ideal for modern 
style living.

Sirius has designed a unique cooking solution, 
offering the perfect cooking hob paired with a 
powerful integrated extractor. 

Durable, powerful and understated loaded with 
technology and design sure to impress.

Note: S-DDH1.1 model shown
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The revolutionary Sirius Induction Downdrafts come with a range of features which help to make it 
suitable for use in all homes. The unique downdraft design is particularly useful for open plan living on 
island bench tops due to its hide-away design. This combined with an easy to clean induction cook 
top all within the one unit helps to make it a practical and simple solution for modern style living.

4 Speed Extraction
10w LED Lighting Strip

High Grade Stainless Steel Body
Electronic Touch Control

Easily Removable Aluminium Filter

Single Cutout Design with Bevel Edge
Automatic Heat Up Function
* Safety Lock
Timer Function

Over Heating Protection
Operating Time Limitation
Keep Warm Function
* Pause Function & Recall

* Flexi-Zone Function
Electronic Touch Control
Booster Function on all Zones
Easy Clean Induction Surface

Downdraft Features

Cooktop Features

6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

Sleek bevelled edge Touch slide control Pot detection

Safety & Lock
Induction hobs do not get as 
hot a flame burner as the heat 

is generated within the pan 
itself. They also have a safety 
lock to prevent unwanted use. 

Pause Function + Recall
The pause feature allows  

you to start and stop cooking 
with ease.

*More details below  

Speed
Induction takes less time 

to cook food because 
the pan heats up quicker. 

Electromagnetic activity in the 
cooktop causes the pan itself  

to heat up. 

Energy efficiency
An induction hob generates  
heat within pan itself, rather 

than a direct flame or electric 
element. This means less 
wasted heat and power.

Power Boost (quick heating)
This program further reduces 
the cooking time of a certain 
cooking zone, by bringing the 
temperature to maximum heat 

level for 10 minutes.

Cleaning
Since an induction cooktop 

itself seldom gets very hot, food 
doesn’t burn onto it. This means 
a splatter or a spill just needs a 

quick wipe of the sponge.

Automatic Warm-Up
This feature sets the cooking 

zone to the highest heat level for 
a certain period of time and then 
automatically switches back to 
the selected cooking setting.

Flexi-Zones & Bridging
This feature allows you to 

combine two zones to heat 
larger pans.

Special Preset Programs
The cooktop has three easy-

to-use special programs; 
‘Warming’, ‘Melt’, and ‘Simmer’ 
for specific cooking operations.

Residual Heat
This symbol will display when 
if the cooktop is still hot after 

being switched off.



S-DDH3   

4 Zone Induction -  
90cm Cooktop with 
Integrated Downdraft 
with SEM12 Brushless Motor 
included as standard

Cutout Size: 860mm (W) x 490mm (D)
Cook Surface: 898mm (W) x 510mm (D)
Cook Zones: 4 Zones 
Flexi-Zones: 2 x Flexi-Zones
Zone Sizes: 220mm (W) x 184mm (D)
Motor: SEM12
Ducting: Rectangular (see website for details)

Filters: Aluminium Internal (KF46) 
(recirculating filters optional)

Filter Kit code: SPS-75453302046
Warranty: 6 Years

Usage of SEM 10 or SEM 12 motor provides the option of recirculating extraction. Please consult Sirius website for further details.
Note: These items are only available at selected Sirius retailers. Please consult with Sirius to determine which stores they can be purchased from.

6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

S-DDH1.1     

4 Zone Induction -  
90cm Cooktop with 
Integrated Downdraft

Cutout Size: 860mm (W) x 490mm (D)

Cook Surface: 898mm (W) x 510mm (D)
with bevelled edge

Cook Zones: 4 Zones with bridging
Flexi-Zones: 2 x Flexi-Zones
Zone Sizes: 220mm (W) x 184mm (D)
Motor: Off Board - SEM 7.1 or 8.1
Ducting: 200mm
Filters: Aluminium Internal
Total Amps: 32 AMPS / 7.4Kw

Warranty:
6 Years when Sirius ducting is used
10 years on SEM Motor
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*SEM12 is included in packaging. (No variance offered)

*Arrows depict possible exit points for ducting.
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The brushless motor is an electric motor 
having a rotor with permanent magnets 
and a stator with rotating magnetic field. 
Contrary to a brushed motor, it does not 
need any sliding contact (brush) on the rotor 
crankshaft to operate. 

What are the benefits of Brushless Technologies?

• Motor produces less noise due to less contact with moving parts

• Higher output and efficiency (More Torque to Watt ratio)

• More precisely controlled through electrical commutation

• Longer life/reliability (no brush erosion)

• Cooler operation (no friction from brushes)

SEM12 Brushless Motor - S-DDH3 ONLY

• Sirius rectangular ducting only 
• Motor: 1020 m3/h extraction rate

Please see above and check the Sirius website for more information 
regarding correct installation methods.

S-DDH3 grill insert options

29

S-DDH 3 model. 
Shown with optional gold grill insert

Black grill insert (standard) Copper grill insert (optional)
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6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

Airflow:     1020 m3/h
Motor:       Single Aluminium
Ducting:   150mm
Filters:      Aluminium
Warranty: 3 Years  
      (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

Designed by Italian designer, Giacomo Fava, 
the UPDRAFT is at the forefront of extraction 
technology, with telescopic filtration that allows for 
closer extraction point (less odours) and also for 
higher installation of cabinetry when required.  

With easy cleaning magnetic metal filters, the unit is 
slimline and almost invisible when not in use.

UPDRAFT
800mm Undermount rangehood

Updraft Features
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6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

Featuring the No-drip, induction-safe filtration 
system and a stylish glass fascia, this unit is the 
ultimate in undermounted, understated class.  

The glass fascia increases the extraction area 
and also allows easy to access controls. The slim 
design and compact flue allow for cupboard space-
saving installation. Able to be top or rear vented, the 
glass fascia Undermount is a winning design. 

520mm rectangular opening: 265mm x 498mm
850mm rectangular opening: 265mm x 835mm

Airflow:    1020 m3/h
Motor:      Single Aluminium
Ducting:   150mm
Filters:      Commercial Stainless Baffle
Warranty: 3 Years
    (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

SLTC919L520
520mm Undermount rangehood

SLTC919L850
850mm Undermount rangehood

Glass Fascia Undermount Features
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solutions
undermount
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Entertaining friends 
and family in a beautiful 
alfresco space is a 
summer essential.

The Australian alfresco area is becoming 
an extension of the family room, used for 
gathering, entertaining and relaxing.  
With sofas and fireplaces, long tables and 
water features, the designs are elaborate  
and sophisticated.  
 
The Valentina Collection by Sirius offers an 
extension to the Undermount range, featuring 
very powerful motors and high-grade finishes 
suitable for the most powerful barbecues on 
the market.

Note: SL920 FRESCO 1200 model shown
Capital 52” ACG52RBI.1 BBQ model shown



SL920FRESCO850
850mm Undermount Alfresco/Indoor Rangehood

Size:          856mm x 540mm 
Motor:        Twin Aluminium
Extraction:  2000 m3/h
Ducting:      200mm with adaptor (or 2 x 150mm)
Filter:          25mm stainless steel baffle
Warranty:    3 Years -
       (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

Size:          1500mm x 530mm 
Motor:        Triple Aluminium
Extraction: 3000 m3/h
Ducting:      300mm with optional adaptor (or 3 x 150mm)
Filter:          25mm stainless steel baffle
Warranty:    3 Years -
       (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

SL920FRESCO1500
1500mm Undermount Alfresco/Indoor Rangehood

SL920FRESCO1200
1200mm Undermount Alfresco/Indoor Rangehood

Size:          1200mm x 540mm
Motor:        Twin Aluminium
Extraction:  2000 m3/h
Ducting:      200mm with adaptor (or 2 x 150mm)
Filter:          25mm stainless steel baffle
Warranty:    3 Years -
       (6 years when Sirius Ducting is used)

6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used
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undermounts – OUTDOOR & UPRIGHT COOKERS



Downdraft Installation
Sirius downdrafts should only be installed by a Sirius recommended installer. 
The Downdraft can be ducted left, right, front, back or directly downward to assist in a variety of applications.
Please ensure this unit is not obstructed by overheads. Unit must be able to be removed or accessible for servicing purposes.

A. SEM12 - Internal Motor Installation (Ducted)

The SEM12 motors are slim (11cm) allowing for ‘under the kicker’ or sub floor installation options

Note: The SEM12 motor requires specific ducting. See the Sirius website for more information.

B. SEM12 - Internal Motor Installation (Recirculating)

Charcoal filters must be installed inside the Sirius downdraft to purify the air for correct recirculating 
extraction. These filters can be purchased separately. 

The SEM12 can be ducted from 2 opposite air outlets at the same time. This optimises the airflow while 
reducing noise.

Note: The SEM12 motor requires specific ducting. See the Sirius website for more information.

C. SEM 11 or 81 - Sub-Floor Installation (Internal Motor)

On sub-floor internal motors, a maximum of 7 metres of ducting can be used from the point of the motor 
to your external vent, however 2-5 metres is ideal.

Sirius has multiple motor options to suit your application. See website for full range of solutions.

internal MOTORS – INSIDE THE HOUSE

SEM1 / SEM11 Internal

•  150mm Ducting Only 
•  Motor: 1200 m3/h  extraction rate
•  Aluminium die-cast motor housing
•  Absorption: 265 W
•  Pressure: 480 Pa
•  Noise Level: 64 dBA

SEM8.1 / SEM81 Internal

•  200mm Ducting Only 
•  Motor: 1650 m3/h extraction rate
•  Aluminium die-cast motor housing
•  Absorption: 265 W
•  Pressure: 480 Pa
•  Noise Level: 65 dBA

Note: SEM1 / SEM11 & SEM8 / SEM81 motors can be 
installed either below the floor or within the roof.

Internal off board motors cannot be installed more than 7 metres away from the rangehood. 
From motor to atmosphere there must be no more than 5 metres of ducting.

solutionsinstallation
SILENT EXTRACTION METHOD
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6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

DDFMEL Internal - Inside the house
(DownDraft, Front Mounted EL motor)

Can be fitted directly to 58cm and 88cm models only.

• 150mm Ducting Only
• Motor: 1020 m3 /h extraction rate
• Aluminium die-cast motor housing
• Absorption: 265 W
• Pressure: 480 Pa
• Noise Level: 57 dBA

Off board motor is located inside the house between the rangehood and final outlet



Note: SEM2 / SEM21 / SEM7 / SEM71 motors need to be positioned at a minimum of 500mm, and at a maximum of 2 metres from the ground to allow for proper 
operation and accessibilty of servicing. If installed above 2 metres from ground height additional cost will be incurred due to OH&S standards for service agents. 
Prior to install please check Minimum & Maximum Installation Details on the Sirius Website FAQ page.

external MOTORS – OUTSIDE THE HOUSE

SEM2 XS316 / SEM21 External
Wall Mounted Under Eave

• 150mm Ducting Only 
•  XS316 Marine Grade
•  Motor: 1200 m3/h extraction rate
•  Aluminium die-cast motor housing
•  Absorption: 265 W
•  Pressure: 480 Pa
•  Noise Level: 64 dBA

SEM7.1 / SEM71 External
Wall Mounted Under Eave

•  200mm Ducting Only
•  XS316 Marine Grade 
•  Motor: 2000 m3/h extraction rate
•  Aluminium die-cast motor housing
•  Absorption: 265 W
•  Pressure: 480 Pa
•  Noise Level: 68 dBA

SEM5 XS316 / SEM51 External
Roof Mount 

• 150mm Ducting Only
• XS316 Marine Grade 
• Motor: 1200 m3/h
• Aluminium die-cast motor housing
• Absorption: 265W
• Pressure: 480 Pa
• Noise level: 64 dBA Note: Location of motors in all 

internal and external diagrams above 
indicated in red

Sirius motors should be placed a minimum of 2 metres and a maximum 7 metres from the rangehood, but 5 metres is 
recommended for optimum performance.

SILENT EXTRACTION METHOD
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6 YEAR WARRANTY when Sirius Ducting is used

solutions
coastal

Sirius offers a selection of extraction motors in a 
marine grade finish. If you live within 5km of the 
coast, ensure that your motor will be functional 
for years to come and insist on a SEM motor in 
marine grade finish.



ARISIT PTY LIMITED (Australia)
ABN 23 091 515 294

40-50 Mark Anthony Drive
Dandenong South VIC 3175
P:  Sales & Service: 1300 762 219 
F:  Sales & Service: (03) 9768 0838
E:  arisit@arisit.com

ARISIT PTY LIMITED (New Zealand)

1A Howe Street Newton, Auckland 1145
PO Box 68-140 Newton, Auckland 1145
P:  (09) 306 1020 - Fax: (09) 302 0077
E:  sales2@aristonappliances.co.nz

Sirius Hoods and ducting products are only available 
from our select group of Sirius Professional Stockists 

nationwide. For the latest list of Sirius Stockists 
near you, please refer to www.siriusbrand.com  

All efforts have been made to ensure that the 
information provided in this brochure is correct at 
the time of printing. Due to continuous product 
improvement and ongoing development, Sirius 

reserves the right to make changes to the 
products and technical data without prior notice. 
Some products appearing in this brochure may 

be for illustrative purposes only. Diagrams are 
indicative measures only. Prior to commencing 

cabinetry cutouts the operating/installation 
instructions accompanying the product must 

be referred to at www.siriusbrand.com  

www.arisit.com

www.arisitwarranties.com.au
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valentina
collection

when Sirius ducting is used.
Full replacement warranty on parts and labour. Check website for T&Cs.

Year
Warranty


